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The Artful HoUX
One of the most fascinating parts of
looking into Fugate-Wilcox's stunt was
reading the press releases.
One teils of Michael O'Day's ."The
Water Planet" show, concentrating l)n a

Artsy-craftsy types in New York City
recently stubbed thei!: coUective toes on
a sculpture left in their path by an artist
who left "the sterile reaches of Kalamazoo" to seek his fortune_
Terry Fugate - Wilcox, whose plastic
sculpture got littLe more than passing
notice, here, created a mythical art gallery in the Big City, where he's been living the last three years.
The hoax included persistent advertising of nonexistent one-man and group
shows of avant-garde sculpture in major
art. publications and newspapers cir, culating in the New York area over the
last six months.
He sent out press releases and built up
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TERRY FUGATE-WILCOX

Outside His N.Y. Loft
releases and a Clipping of the Times'
expose. The writer said of the Freeman
gallery:
"A conceptual work of art itself, it

I

tions, rejected requests from would-b~
exhibitors and other data accumulated
during the "operation" of the gallery.
The cabinet is for sale.
Fugate-Wilcox, born here in November, 1944, liyed most of his school year
in Galesburg. He 'attended Barbour Hal
and Howe military schools because, hi
mother said,.. he was too far ahead of the
teachers in the regular schools.
Helping pay for his private schooling
~ w~re 'fundIJ , from the Veterans Adminis.

I,OOO-mile-long sculpture executed ,in the
Pacific Ocean. "Fifty strips of plastic,
each ten miles long, were placed along
the 165th parallel at ten mile intervals
forming an immense dotted line when
photographed from an airplane," JJe
wrote.
.
The conservation conscious artist hastened to add:
"Each strip consisted of the same
gelatin plastic used on capsules, ' so that
in a matter of hours, .the strips dissolved
into an edible protein fish food."
Many of the made-up names have definite Southwest Michigan rings to them.
It's possible that the Freeman part of the
gallery name came from Gary Freeman, with whom he worked for a while
at the Richland sculpture foundry of the
Gilmore Art Center.
The mythical artist "Idra" was born
i n Trois-Rivieres, Quebec, Canada,
which means "Three Rivers." This particular artist "ex.ecuted two fallacious ·

tration, His natural father, Lt. Raymono
Fugate, died on Okinawa in Wprld Wal
II.
When he reached age 16, Terry decid
ed he liked both his real and adoptivE
fathers' last names, and officially bega
using the hyphenated name. .
His first name is Raymond, but hI
began using his middle name, Terry, aft·
er deciding on a career in art.
His stepfather recalls Terry readinl
science fiction comic books as a young
ster and saying, "Someday this will a
come true."
Mrs. Wilcox said he always do
things everyone else will be doing thre
or four years from now.

the gallery's reputation as a really
swinging place.
He even had a checking account in the
gallery's name and a telephone, number, which he or his wife answered using
assumed names.
The big lie of Fugate-Wilcox, who is
married to a granddaughter of the
founder of the Shakespeare Co. , swallowed hook, line and sinker by the
"with"it" people of New York's art community.
New York ' Times art critic Grace
GIuek apparently became suspicious
about a month ago and managed to get
a confession from the 26-year-old former
Galesburg and Kalamazoo resident.
Fugate-Wilcox'S parents, who now live
at Long Lake, knew about the non-gallery last fall on their first ' visit to New
York, but were sworn to secrecy.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale-Wilcox said he had
planned to continue the hoax , for an
entire year. He probably was a bit
rei i eve cl w hen his scheme was
uncovered, Wilcox (who is his step-father) noted, because it was becoming an
expensive venture.
Mrs. Wilcox said she doesn' t know
how much her son spent on creating the
mythical Jean Freeman Gallery, but
she's sure ' it was in the "thousands and
thousands of dollars."
She has a collection of her son's press

about it , and the teeming bntin of Terry
Fugate-Wilcox, a deadpan young artistemigre from the sterile reaches of Kalamazoo, Mich."
Fugate-Wilcox told her that he pulled
the stunt to expose the political structure of the gallery world. He thought the
big art blasts, with bartenders, 1i v e
band, long skirts and limousines, were
ridiculous.
To emphasize this, he threw a pa:t:ty of
his own for Justine Dane, one of his nonexistent sculptors, last fall at the loft he
and his wife occupy in downtown New
York.
. Arriving guests would ask where the
artist was, and Mrs. Fugate-Wilcox
would point vaguely across the room.
"Oh, of course," they'd say, "I saw
'her last show in California." Or, "I'm a
friend of her cousin."
Mrs. Fugate-Wilcox wrote ' the final
chapter of the Jean Freerp.an Gallery:
"The gallery itself is a piece of sculpture.
"All the work in the gallery is the
work of Terry. None of the people
named in connection with, the gallery
are real. All of the work is real.
"26 West 56th does not exist.
"The last ad in all the magazines is
Terry's Signature. The last press release
is Terry's signature and the statement,
'26 West 57th Street does not exist.' "
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20,000 people" in the 1968 Mexico qty
Olympic Games, the press release
said.
\
The work of the artist they held the
party for was described as "not only
fleeting but nearly impossible to show in
a gallery or museum situation for Justine works with lightning, Saint Elmo's
fire and lightning bugs."
"In the fall of 1969, Justine did work
near Grosse }>ointe, Michigan, in which
over two thousand lightning bugs w.ere
brought together in a definitive statemen tab 0 u t the inescapable and
unbreakable bond between man and nature."
Much of, the background information
on .the artists was a lot of double-talk,
like ",ends and means are brought
together in a very qualified ..'itay.
projecting some more or less specific
end and in this sense creates the process from the achiev,ement."
That particular artist, Fugate-Wilcox
wrote, "moved to New York City in 1967,
after working in California for three
years, during which time he executed
the 30 foo t by 100 ft. by 10 ft. structure
spanning the San Andreas fault. "
Fugate-WIlcox this month brought
down the curtain on his Jean Freeman
Gallery, but not all is lost.
He has a file cabinet full of correspondence, bills, inquiries, job applical'
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Fugate-Wilcox was wearing those in
Kalamazoo five years ago.
His ingenuity didn't go completely
unnoticed in Kalamazoo. In 1967, his
sculpture exhibit won "best display"
award in the 1967 Clothesline Art Show.
In 1968, he was put in charge of decorations for the annual outdoor show. His
floating plastic "things" floated about
the refreCting pools in Bronson Park.
At one time, he and his 'wife attempted
to open a small sculpture gallery adjacent to his parents' store in Galesburg,
but the venture failed.
1heir last big fling here was a week
end open house, complete with a rubbe
door with a slit in it.
Fugate-Wilcox was a mechanics student at Ferris State when he discovered
h e liked wei U i n g things into art
objects.
His first product was a flower for hi
wife, the former Valerie Shakespeare of
Phoenix, Ariz. She is the daughter of the
late Monroe Shak.espeare, a son of th
Shakespeare Co. founder. Terry's moth·
er introduced them to each other whe
Valerie was visiting her Kalamazo
relatives.
"They've been together ever since,"
Mrs . Wilcox said.
"Valerie is almost like a nurse at a
operating table, getting things for Ter
when he is creating."
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